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1) Why forecasting heat in Antwerp?

Climate change 

- More heavy rainfall with high intensity

- More heat waves

1910 – 1990: 1 heat wave every 4 years

From 2015: 1 heat wave every year (RMI)

Urban heat island

- High concentration of roads and buildings à decrease in cooling capacity

-Summertime: 8-9 °C difference between city and rural area (current climate)
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More heatwaves à more heat stress

- Vulnerable people = young children, elderly

and people with medical issues

-Summer 2003: 2300 heat related mortalities in Belgium

-Summer 2010: 2400 heat related mortalities in Belgium 

-For Antwerp: estimated 80 DALY’s (VITO)
Source: De Morgen (3/10/2016)
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1) Why forecasting heat in Antwerp?

Source: Be-MoMo-project (Sciensano) (2019, https://epistat.wiv-isp.be/momo/?region=)



-Since 2014: monitoring station in city centre + forecasting model 
running

Scope: test forecasting heat and how to communicate

Heat wave predicted: alarm system starts +
Mails to “Antwerp Hazard Officer” and Flemish Health 

Department

-Problem: what is the impact? Do we reach the

right groups?

2) What can we do?



2018: Smart city hype had reached Antwerp

“Which urban challenges can we tackle with technology?”

Our heat problem seemed to fit in this idea!

-Ingredients: 
- Realtime data
- Forecasting model
- Need for interactive communication

Challenge: How can technology help to communicate fast and effective to the

most vulnerable people?

2) What: setting up smart pilot
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2) What: Pilot – “Urban Heat Alarm”
Cool spots mapped togethes with
local community

- usual suspects: little parks…

- basement local youth
organisation, church,…



2) What: Pilot – “Urban Heat Alarm”



3) Did the Heat Alarm pilot perform well?
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3) Did the Heat Alarm pilot have an impact?
Did we reach the right people?
Did they change their behaviour?

Evaluation with different user groups
- Elder people
- Caretakers
- Policy makers

Outcome:

-The pilot was useful

-Improvement is possible
Picture: Victoriano Moreno



4) How can we make it better?

-Content
- Heat = complex
- Different definitions of a heat wave

-Communication
- Difficult to reach people
- Embed warning in regular messages (KMI) to have more impact

-Technical issues
- Collaboration between different technical partners was not always

easy
- Working with realtime data



Alle  info:

www.stadslab2050.be
@Stadslab2050
Facebook: Stadslab2050
#Stadslab2050


